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Almost everything about Valentine's Day is fancy . . . especially with Fancy Nancy!Mystery is in the
air when Nancy receives a valentine from a secret someone. Join Nancy as she follows the clues to
find out who it isâ€”all in her trademark fabulous style, of course. Gorgeous stickers included!
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Fancy Nancy loves Valentine's Day. Everything about Valentine's Day is fancy! Even better, Fancy
Nancy has a Valentine's mystery to solve! Who sent her the mysterious valentine? Can she track
down the clues?Fancy Nancy is a wonderful Valentine's mystery for young readers and parents who
enjoy reading to their younger children. The story and illustrations complement each other
beautifully. Full of energy, joy and imagination, FANCY NANCY: HEART TO HEART is just the book
to share the fun and spirit of Valentine's Day. The book includes a page of glossy Valentine-themed
stickers at the end of the story that children can use to make their own special valentines. Although
FANCY NANCY: HEART TO HEART is meant for children 4-8 years old, I have to confess that as
an adult, what a fun Valentine's present this would be be to receive from a friend or sister! The spirit
of the book just captures the fun of being a girl!COURTESY OF BOOK ILLUMINATIONS

Just in time for Valentine's Day comes Fancy Nancy: Heart to Heart.For those of you not familiar
with the Fancy Nancy series, Nancy is a little girl who loves to be "fancy". She loves to play dress up
and enjoys fancy clothes, fancy accessories, fancy activities, and even fancy words. The books are
not only beautifully illustrated, but the "fancy words" she uses and explains the meaning of, is the
added bonus to these books.In Fancy Nancy: Heart to Heart, Nancy learns that just about
everything for Valentine's Day is "fancy". She receives a secret Valentine, and follows the clues to
find out who it is from. In this adorable holiday story, Nancy explains how scrumptious raspberry
cream candies are, how gorgeous Valentine cards can be, and what a secret admirer means, for a
few of Nancy's "fancy" words. This edition is suppose to have a page of fun stickers included,
however it was missing from the library edition that I borrowed. Recommended for ages 4-8, this
book is the perfect gift for the special little "fancy girl" in your life. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

This Fancy Nancy book does not disappoint. It's a fun paperback for valentine's day, and, as a
bonus, it includes a bright sheet of Fancy Nancy stickers. My daughter enjoyed adding the stickers
to the book. I appreciate that Fancy Nancy not only entertains but also teaches my children new
words. Fancy Nancy books make a point of including challenging vocabulary and explaining word
meanings, all without disrupting the flow of the story.

My 6 1/2 year old daughter just loves Fancy Nancy books. She is always excited to see them when
they come in. Now that she is reading they are more exciting to her. Great book with another, great
story line.

Awww: heart pajamas, heart bobbles, hearts everywhere including the family pooch as fancy as
Nancy herself!The story hits all the right notes: Nancy & her best friend making Valentine's for
school, a sparkling mystery valentine, loving bouquet from Dad to Nancy's immensely (that means a
whole big amount) pleased Mom, love shining between the sisters Jo-jo and Nancy, and
wow---raspberry chocolate creams.The Nancy books sometimes explore tensions such as Jo-jo
ruining a picture Nancy prizes and destroying a favorite doll's hair. All real & presented with much
understanding of little girls. Not so this sweet soft-cover book, which celebrates the spirit of
Valentine's day and suggests a world of fanciness to wear & do. Emme (now 2 l/2) adored it on first
sight and there is dress-up ahead for her dog Sunny, who may or may not be as delighted with
wings & a tutu as Nancy's poodle.Any reader alerts? At about the price of a fancy Valentine card,

this is an excellent value. Stickers are included but were not ultra-tenacious in adhering. Not a
biggie. It can be easy to get a $1 or so sheet of heart stickers for future re-use and a dab of glue
handled adherence.Delightedly recommended for vocabulary building, helping grow loving small
persons, and all around fun!

This is kind of a minimalist Fancy Nancy. It's shorter than other Fancy Nancy's that we have. I got it
for my 4.5 year old daughter for Valentines Day and she read it once and has not requested it again.
It doesn't have the draw that the others have (which get requested almost nightly). She liked the
stickers.

I thought the story was a little too simple but that's how the paperback versions are I think and my
4-year old still loved it which is what mattered. We were reading his multiple times everyday around
Valentine's!

This is a great book that my daughter absolutely loves! I got it just in time for valentines day and we
read it alllll the time. I like that it uses some "big words" but also has a story line that my daughter
can easily follow.
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